This paper discusses our study on the flutter of an unrestrained aircraft wing carrying a fuselage at its semispan and arbitrary placed external stores under roll maneuver. Maneuver terms are combined in the governing equations which are obtained using the Hamilton's principle. The wing is represented by a classical beam and incorporates bending-torsion flexibility. Theodorsen unsteady aerodynamic pressure loadings are considered to simulate the aeroelastic loads. The Galerkin method is subsequently applied to convert the partial differential equations into a set of ordinary differential equations. Numerical simulations are validated against several previous published results and good agreement is observed. In addition, simulation results are presented to show the effects of the roll angular velocity, fuselage mass, external stores mass, and their locations on the wing flutter of an aircraft in free-flight condition. Parametric studies show that the predicted flutter boundaries are very sensitive to the aircraft rigid body roll angular velocity, fuselage mass and external stores mass and locations.
NOMENCLATURE

INTRODUCTION
The flutter prediction of an unrestrained aircraft wing with stores is of paramount importance for the analysis and design of an aircraft. Clearly, estimating the aeroelastic instabilities of such aircraft with different wing configurations is critical to establish the flight envelope of newly designed aircrafts.
Many of the previous efforts made to simulate wing flutter have considered uniform straight wings with external stores. One of the first works devoted to the aeroelasticity of aircraft wings with external store is the paper by Goland and Luke on the determination of the flutter speed of a uniform cantilever wing with tip mass.
1 They verified the flutter speed by integration of the differential equations of the wing motion. Harry and Charles 2 analyzed the flutter of a uniform wing and made a comparison between the analytical and the experimental results. Lottati considered the aeroelastic stability of a swept wing with tip weights for an unrestrained vehicle. 3 In his work, a composite wing has been studied, and it was observed that flutter occurs at a lower speed as compared with a clean wing configuration. Gern and Librescu have made some efforts to show the effects of externally mounted masses on the static and dynamic aeroelasticity of advanced swept cantilevered wings. 4, 5 The dynamic response of adaptive cantilevered beams carrying externally mounted stores and exposed to time-dependent external excitations has been con-
